Welcome to the latest issue of Harvard Medicine News, a weekly electronic publication that will continue to chronicle the extraordinary world of HMS, previously reported in Focus. [More]

Colon Cancer Genome Revealed
Vast effort finds array of target genes; colon, rectal cancers seen as one.

Mass General Hospital Ranked No. 1
Nine HMS affiliates are among the best hospitals in America according to a new national survey. [More]

‘Beige Fat’ Cells Could Help Fight Obesity
A newly discovered energy-burning fat cell may have therapeutic potential for treating obesity. [More]

Featured Events
07.25.12 Longwood Summer Concert: Sounds of Venus. HMS Quad, 12:30 p.m.
07.31.12 Art & Science of Bioluminescence, HU Science Ctr., Cambridge, 6-8 p.m.
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Students Get Fit with ‘Flash Workout’
An HMS educational outreach program used dance this summer to teach middle-school students how to get healthy and keep fit.
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